In 2005, the Director established the Arizona Shortage Sharing Stakeholder Workgroup (Workgroup). The Workgroup had two specific goals:

1. Develop a recommendation to the Director regarding the appropriate volume and implementation strategy for implementing future Colorado River shortages in the lower basin.
2. Develop a recommendation to the Director for allocating shortages between the Central Arizona Project (CAP) and equivalent priority mainstream Colorado River water users.

The Workgroup effort supports a larger Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) Environmental Impact Analysis process to develop lower basin shortage criteria and conjunctive management strategies for the operation of Lakes Powell and Mead. Reclamation currently plans to issue a Record of Decision in December 2007.

**Shortage Volume and Implementation Strategy**

The Workgroup developed the following recommendation for implementing lower basin shortages:

1. At or below Lake Mead elevation 1075 feet, 400,000 acre-feet shortage
2. Below elevation 1050 feet, 500,000 acre-feet shortage
3. Below elevation 1025 to 1000 feet, 600,000 acre-feet shortage
4. Below elevation 1000 feet, reconsultation with Reclamation and the states

The recommendation assumes that the first step will be to reduce water deliveries to Mexico and the next step will be to calculate shortage sharing with Nevada. Hydrologic conditions that necessitate reductions in excess of 600,000 acre-feet will trigger a Secretarial consultation process to determine how to implement additional reductions in the least damaging and most equitable manner possible. That consultation process has not been defined, but should be developed with input from the basin states.

The Director forwarded this recommendation to the other Colorado River basin states, and it has been incorporated into the *Seven Basin States’ Preliminary Proposal Regarding Colorado River Interim Operations, February 3, 2006*, with one modification, that reconsultation would be triggered at elevation 1025.

**Shortage Allocation Between CAP and Fourth Priority Mainstream Entitlements**

The Workgroup analyzed methods for allocating shortage reductions between CAP and fourth priority mainstream water users. The CAP has an established priority system for implementing shortage reductions. Excess water supplies are reduced first. If additional reductions are needed, non-Indian agricultural priority water supplies are reduced until gone, and finally municipal/industrial/Indian uses are reduced according to the formula in the Gila River Indian Community Water Rights Settlement
Agreement. There is no equivalent shortage implementation system for fourth priority mainstream water users. Fourth priority mainstream uses (agricultural and municipal) will be reduced proportionately as soon as Arizona Colorado River shortage reductions are implemented. Future estimated shortage reductions to mainstream users including Lake Havasu and Bullhead City run as high as 30 percent. Under Reclamation’s current interpretation for Article V accounting, there is no locally available, non-COLORADO River water supply to offset these shortage reductions.

The Director requested that a small technical subgroup of Workgroup stakeholders begin working with the Department to develop a shortage allocation recommendation. The technical group established principals to guide a shortage allocation strategy:

1. Define a method for the Secretary to utilize when allocating shortages to Arizona users
2. Beneficiaries bear the costs of shortage protections
3. Shortages must be allocated in a reasonable manner based on existing contracts and agreements
4. To the extent possible, treat similar users groups equitably

The Mohave County Water Authority (MCWA) presented a recommendation for proportional shortage reductions to fourth priority mainstream water supplies based on entitlement. Shortage reductions to mainstream domestic water supplies could be mitigated by the Arizona Water Banking Authority. The Department completed additional technical analysis of the proposal, which was endorsed by the technical group. The technical group recommends that Arizona fourth priority shortages be allocated as follows:

1. Determine shortage amount and allocation to Mexico. Allocate the remaining shortage amount first to Nevada, and the remainder to Arizona. The enclosed spreadsheet first allocates 16.7% of the shortage to Mexico. The remaining shortage amount is then allocated 7.4% to Nevada and the remainder to Arizona.
2. Determine the estimated priority 1-3 consumptive use amount based on the last non-shortage year use. Determine the Total Water Supply Available for Fourth Priority Diversion. Subtract the priority 1-3 consumptive use amount from the Arizona Colorado River water allocation of 2,800,000 acre-feet.
4. Determine the total water supply Available for Fourth Priority Diversion after Shortage Reduction. Subtract the Arizona portion of lower basin shortage from Total Water Supply Available for Fourth Priority Diversion amount (#2).
5. Determine the Fourth Priority Mainstream Shortage Reduced Water Supply. Multiply the Available for Fourth Priority Diversion after Shortage Reduction (#4) water supply by the Fourth Priority Mainstream Shortage Percentage (#3).
6. Determine the remaining, CAP water supply. The Total Water Supply Available for Fourth Priority Diversion amount is based on estimated priority 1-3 water use. Actual use may be higher than estimated, and could result in an inadvertent CAP overrun. The CAP has agreed to be responsible for payback, under the Inadvertent Overrun and Payback Policy, up to the amount of the water user’s entitlement. Actual use may be lower than estimated, resulting in an increased water supply for CAP.
Since there is a fixed maximum diversion entitlement for fourth priority mainstream water users, as noted in the Contract Between the United States and the Central Arizona Water Conservation District for Delivery of Water and Repayment of Costs of the Central Arizona Project, December 1, 1988, the mainstream fourth priority water supply has been calculated based on that entitlement. After determining the mainstream fourth priority water supply, the remaining water supply is available for diversion by the CAP, including any available return flow from mainstream water uses.

The shortage allocation recommendation includes the opportunity for mainstream municipal water users to firm 100 percent of their individual municipal/industrial entitlements. Based on updated population projections (2003) the AWBA would need between 450,000 and 525,000 acre-feet of credits for fourth priority mainstream municipal and industrial water users. As AWBA credits are used and replaced, the new credits will be earmarked in the name of the entity that replaced the credits, thereby creating a revolving fund. The AWBA has not foreclosed the opportunity for any fourth priority mainstream entitlement holder to contract with the AWBA for firming.